How to Create the Perfect Memorial
By Fred Kieper, Memorialist
ALWAYS IN STONE Monument Co.

Throughout my career, I have worked with thousands of families from all walks of life. Unfortunately, death is part of
life and we make monuments for people of all walks of life... wealthy people, poor people, single people, artistic people,
plain or ordinary people… in a word, PEOPLE. If I work with 100 different people, each and every one would likely want
something a little different on their memorial. Thanks to the efficiencies of the computer, I can usually design a unique
memorial for the same price as something that we’ve done hundreds of times. Again – EVERYONE will be a little
different. Some may want something unique while others may not really want to get that involved – and that’s OK. This
is a personal choice and there is no right or wrong way to create the perfect memorial.
Do I get a big one or a small one? A basic square shape or a unique shape? Should I put a photo on it or keep it plain?
Should I have beautiful hand sculpted flowers on it or just put on the basic name and dates? The answer is YES!! As long
as you stay inside of the cemetery requirements, you should make it exactly how you want to make it.
Like any major project, there are many considerations when selecting the perfect memorial. At some point it can seem
overwhelming – but just remember, it is no more complicated than “taking a stone and putting stuff on it”. What that
“stuff” is, lies inside of your heart. Below are the major components to consider when creating the perfect memorial:
Chapter 1: Who will be on the memorial?
Chapter 2: Cemetery rules and restrictions
Chapter 3: Material Choices
Chapter 4: Memorial Shapes
Chapter 4: Memorial Colors
Chapter 5: How to Pick a Size
Chapter 6: Memorial Finishes
Chapter 7: Engraving Fonts and artwork
Chapter 8: Workmanship and Quality
Chapter 9: Options and Add-on’s
Chapter 10: Pricing and how to save money!
Chapter 11: How long does it take?
Chapter 12: Common verses used
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Page 9-10
Page 11
Page 12-14
Page 15-17
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In the following pages, I break down each area quickly and concisely. After reading this, I suggest reviewing our catalog
of work at www.alwaysinstone.com. You can get lots of great ideas seeing what other people have done and what is
even possible. If you find one you like, we’d be happy to re-create it. Or maybe one you mostly like but only wish to
tweak – change the color, change the shape a bit, maybe add or remove a flower here or there or change the font - No
problem. Just tell us what you want and we will create the perfect memorial for you!
Finally whether you actually buy something from ALWAYS IN STONE or not, I sincerely hope my many years of
experience educate and better prepare you to make this important purchase.
Sincerely,
Fred D. Kieper
Fred D. Kieper
Memorialist
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WHO WILL BE ON THE MEMORIAL?

MOST OF THE TIME, Single= One name on the stone. Married = two names on the stone.
However, …. it’s just not always that simple. Many people may have different burial needs and ideas.
SINGLE - typically only one name is on the memorial. However, with cremation becoming more and more popular,
nowadays some families are purchasing one gravespace and placing the cremains of multiple family members into that
one gravespace, regardless of their marital status. This saves a substantial amount of money on cemetery lots since the
entire family is potentially purchasing only one grave space at the cemetery (in many cases lots can be $1,000 or more).
Many cemeteries allow placement of up to 8 sets of cremains inside of one grave space (all cemeteries vary, so please
check your cemetery for actual number of cremains allowed). While saving money on cemetery lots is great, it does
greatly limit the size of the stone you can have – and therefore creates a major challenge fitting lots of names on a small
gravestone that physically fits over only one space.
MARRIED - If the person was married, the memorial typically has 2 names on it – husband and wife. Even if one spouse
is still living, we would typically put all the information on the stone for both people – then when the other spouse
eventually does pass, the final death date is simply added on-site in the cemetery without ever moving the stone again.
Like everything else on your memorial, there is no right answer to this. You can make the memorial with one name on it
if you so choose. Some folks that are still living have a hard time seeing their name on a monument. Rest assured we
can always add your information at the cemetery many years down the road if you don’t want it on now.
Not sure if you’ll be buried in the same cemetery? Maybe the living spouse will choose cremation and not be buried at
all. Maybe they will relocate when that day comes? Will they remarry? No one knows where life will take us. BUT, I
would like to point out that just because your name is on a monument does not mean you must be buried in that space.
No one will ever know if you are not physically there or not so if you change your mind 25 years later, there is no need
to ever update or replace the monument if it has your name on it and you do not choose to be buried there. I simply
point this out to take the pressure off making a final decision.
In the end, the final answer to this important decision is inside of your heart.
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CEMETERY RULES AND RESTRICTIONS
Very early in the shopping phase, it is crucial to know what the rules and regulations of your particular cemetery are.
During my career, I have worked in hundreds of different cemeteries across the Midwest. Believe it or not, almost all of
them have unique rules and regulations. I don’t know why but they do. It is very prudent to follow the rules or you risk
the removal of your monument for non-compliance issues. There is no point in spending lots of time and energy
towards a particular design, size and/or shape only to find out it is disallowed by the cemetery and you have to start all
over! This is very much an emotional let down you want to avoid.
SIZE RESTRICTION – You cannot construct a monument on any area you do not own so make sure you know how wide
your grave space(s) is. Grave spaces are usually 48” wide but can be bigger or smaller; from 40” – 72” wide, you will see
them in all different sizes. However, 80% of the cemeteries in Northern Indiana seem to be 48” wide. EXAMPLE: If your
lot is 48” wide and you purchase a 54” wide stone, it will be disallowed by the cemetery since it would encroach on your
neighbor’s lots. Important – many cemeteries require an additional concrete perimeter around the edge of your stone.
However, NOT ALL CEMETERIES REQUIRE THIS so please check with your cemetery or just call ALWAYS IN STONE if you
have questions. This perimeter size does vary by cemetery and must be added to the total dimension of the monument.

TYPE RESTRICTION – Flat marker, Upright Monument, Bronze material or Granite material??? Some cemeteries have a
certain style of memorial they require. In fact, some cemeteries can have different styles required in different sections
of THE SAME CEMETERY!! Here are just a few examples in Northern Indiana:
Chappel Hill, Osceola, IN – All markers must be flat ground level markers(with a few exceptions).
Rice Cemetery, Elkhart, IN – Certain areas require use of flat stones only. Certain areas require use of slant markers
only. Certain areas have width restrictions but no height restrictions.
St. Vincents, Elkhart, IN – Certain areas require use of flush mounted markers only. Certain areas have no restriction.
Cedar Grove, Notre Dame, IN – Architectural approval of cemetery must be granted prior to creation of the monument.
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MATERIAL CHOICES
The best material for a memorial is either granite or bronze. Occasionally, customers request
a natural fieldstone even though they will not last forever. As stated in chapter 2, before
purchasing anything, you want to be certain if any special rules exist in your cemetery
regarding the memorial material. Let’s take a look at some of the options.
1.) Bronze – A few cemeteries require use of a flat bronze marker. Bronze markers are
made in a foundry using an alloy made up of 80% copper + 20% metal.
a. How long will they last? Primitive bronze artifacts have been found dating back to
early Greek and Roman cultures thousands of years ago. It is thought that today’s
bronze memorials, which are much better quality, will last virtually forever.
b. Cost – bronze is not cheap. Pound for pound vs. granite there is no comparison.
If you want a big memorial, you will pay hundreds of thoudsands of dollars for a
bronze one. This is why most memorials today are not constructed from bronze.
c. What can you do with them? Technology has greatly modernized the process.
Today’s bronze memorials need not be boring! Custom photos, artistic scenery
and of course detailed statues are all possibilities with a bronze memorial.

2.) Granite – Scientists estimate granite is 300-400 million years old! Granite was formed
when the earth’s crust melted over 10 miles deep. Granite is essentially the hardest
stone other than a diamond and is over twice as hard as limestone.
a. How long will they last? While technically some granites are harder than others,
ANY granite will essentially last forever! A granite monument should theoretically
look and weigh the same today as it would in 100,000 years or more.
b. Cost – Granite costs vs. CPI (consumer price indexes) have greatly come down in
the past 20 years. This is mostly due to foreign granite competition as well as
automated equipment, which continues to revolutionize the industry.
c. What can you do with them? - Using unique granite colors, realistic photo
images, amazing shapes and finishes are just a few things we like to do.
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MATERIAL CHOICES

3.) Boulders – Some people like the look of a boulder as a monument.
a. How long will they last? It depends. All memorial grade granites are qualified as
such prior to being sold. When you get a boulder in a field, you have no idea how
hard (of soft) it is. Some are very hard and some are very soft. Only time will tell.
You could get a gemologist to test it but that would not make financial sense.
b. Cost – Boulders are cheap to buy. They’re plentiful and require no production (ie
mining, cutting and polishing). HOWEVER, what you save in material cost you will
pay back in the increased costs of engraving and installation. Since a boulder is
not flat or polished, it takes much longer to engrave it correctly. Likewise, since
the boulders are not flat on the bottom, they take much longer to correctly set in
wet concrete at the cemetery (vs. a perfectly sawn, flat monument)
c. What can you do with them? Quite a bit. I have engraved all kinds of neat things
in them. I have polished them. I have installed color photos in them.
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MEMORIAL SHAPES
Basic rectangle shapes are most common but we do sell a good number of unique shapes as
well. There are an infinite number of unique shapes available. Custom shapes start in the
artist’s (my) mind and are then drawn on my computer for customer approval. They become
reality when I forward digital cut files to the granite factory for actual production.
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MEMORIAL SHAPES

Typically, unique shapes cost more because they take longer to make and generally require
more costly equipment to produce. Customers looking to spend less money would typically
choose a common shape over a unique shape since they’re cheaper. Other customers who are
not so price sensitive typically don’t mind paying hundreds or in some cases, thousands of
dollars more for a unique shape. Again, there is no right or wrong answer here – neither one
is better or will last longer. It simply depends on what you want and what you can afford.
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MEMORIAL COLORS
Granites come in thousands (if not millions) of different colors. These colors are not man
made or painted and instead are 100% natural colors made by God. Granite is mined from the
ground and cut into certain shapes. Automated polishing equipment transforms them into
brilliant polished colors. Scientists estimate the polish on granite will last millions of years.
The most popular memorial granites are gray, black and red. However, we have an entire
rainbow of natural granite colors to offer. From pinks, purples, browns, greens – you name it –
there are many shades of everlasting granites available. To see the many unique colors we
offer, please visit www.alwaysinstone.com and select the colors tab at the main menu.

Will some colors last longer than others?
NO! Just because one color is more money than another doesn’t mean it will last longer. If
you want a more expensive color, then by all means you should buy it. However, don’t be
tricked into spending more than you want. All memorial granites will last FOREVER regardless
of color.
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MEMORIAL COLORS

Why do some colors cost more than others?
a. Each color comes from a different geographic location. That being said, each region or
country for that matter will have different costs associated with it, such as: Labor rates,
shipping costs, importing or duty costs, etc.
b. Yield rates – granite is taken from the earth in large (typically) 20 ton blocks. Certain
colors will have tree sap, iron (as evidenced by rust), and other minerals that could
negatively effect the longevity of your stone. Any part of the block that is not 100%
granite must be removed and discarded. Those with higher yield rates will be cheaper
than those with lower yield rates.
c. Extraction – some colors are easier to get than others. While some colors are easily
mined, others may only exist on mountain tops etc. These colors are much more
difficult and costly to extract.
Other factors: Beauty is in the eye of the beholder. As you look at our portfolio of work, you
will see exceptional and unique memorials in every color available. Some people like the look
of jet black while others prefer a more basic gray. They would both be right.
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HOW TO PICK A SIZE
Cemetery Regulations: All cemeteries have size restrictions, so the first step in selecting
the perfect memorial size is choosing one that is in accordance with your cemetery’s rules.
If you don’t know what those are, you can call the cemetery or in many cases you can
simply call us and ask. We have worked in hundreds of cemeteries in Northern Indiana and
Southern Michigan in the last 35 years and we try to keep a current database of all area
cemetery regulations.
Standard Sizes? Memorials are made by hand so that means you can get them in any size
you want. However, common sizes might be: (L=Length, W=Width, H=Height)
Single Stone

Companion Stone

Flat Marker

24”L*12”W*6”H

36” L*12”W*x6”H

Slant Marker

24”L*10”W*16”H

36” L*10”W*x16”H

Upright Monument

36”Lx12”Wx30”H

48”Lx12”Wx30”H

Varies

Varies

Unique Shapes

Will a bigger stone last longer? NO! Granite has very little to no erosion rate, so even the
smallest granite monument should be the same size in thousands if not millions of years. If
you want a big monument we’re happy to make one for you but it won’t make it last
longer.
Can I fit all of that information on a small stone? Maybe. Cutting a letter into granite is
much different than printing something on a printer! Think of it as carving vs. “printing”. It
is not possible to engrave granite extremely small – at least not where you will be able to
read it from 5’ away. Typically we can never go smaller than 3/4” letter height.
As a general rule, on a single monument 50 letters is usually a very full monument. On a
companion monument 70 letters is usually a very full monument. Of course this will all
depend on the memorial size you choose. Bigger memorials will fit more information and
smaller memorials will fit less information.
Pricing: Obviously a bigger stone means more material, more freight and more labor to
install it. This translates into more cost. So it goes without saying that the bigger the
stone, the higher the price.
Size matching: We are happy to match any existing stone size.
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MEMORIAL FINISHES
There are primarily 3 types of memorial finishes: Polished, Unpolished and Rough
Flat markers and Slant markers are typically polished on the face and rough cut on the sides.

Upright Monuments are typically polished on the front and back as standard. Monuments
may be further polished on the tops and sides which increases the cost somewhat. A fully
polished stone creates a cleaner and more dressed look whereas a stone with rough cut top
and sides may be the exact rugged look you’re going for. So, which one is better? Which one
will last longer? The answer is both! One is not better or longer lasting – they are just 2 very
different looks. One polished, clean and formal. One rough, rugged and natural.
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MEMORIAL FINISHES
Polished stones are typically easier to take care of. Since they’re all polished, Mother Nature
usually does a good job of cleaning them for you. Even when dirty, a wet rag will easily bring a
brilliant shine back to a polished surface. Expect to pay a little more for the additional labor of
polishing the top and sides.

Natural or rough cut stones are the cheapest finish because they can be made in a matter of
minutes by an experienced stonecutter. Unfortunately, they do tend to attract moss, dirt and
grime. The good news is that even dirty rough cut granite surfaces can be cleaned to “like
new” condition with a little elbow grease. If a monument dealer tells you that an all polished
surface will make your stone “last” longer, now you know the truth.
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MEMORIAL FINISHES

In summary, the philosophy of the perfect memorial finish is similar to a car – some people like
chrome wheels on their car and others don’t care about that much less would they pay extra
for it. Chrome wheels on a car are a cleaner, fancier look. They won’t make your car last
longer but they do cost more.

Again, there is no right or wrong way to prepare the perfect memorial finish. Fancy or Plain?
It is all about your personal choice!
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ENGRAVING-FONTS AND ARTWORK
What do you put on the perfect memorial?
Name(s) and date(s) of course.
Artwork such as wedding rings, crosses, flowers, basketballs, etc etc.
Accessories such as color photos, laser etched photos, etc.
Epitaphs such as ‘In Loving Memory’, ‘Beloved Husband and Father’, ‘Safe In the
Arms of Jesus’, etc etc. (See appendix for Epitaph ideas)
1.) Font choices – While technically we have the ability to use thousands of computerized
fonts, in reality we tend to use maybe 15 different fonts on a frequent basis. We use
these fonts because they’re easy to read and we know they engrave well on granite.
However if you need a certain font please just let us know.
•
•
•
•

2.) Font finishes – There are different ways to finish each individual font. Think of the font
as an egg and the finish as the style of cooking. You can fry an egg; scramble an egg;
poach an egg; hard boil an egg; etc. It is similar with memorial font choices. Certain
finishes tend to look better on some colors than others. Below are some common font
finishes on the 3 most popular granite colors – Gray, Black and Red. Note, these are ALL
ROMAN fonts but simply finished differently.
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ENGRAVING-FONTS AND ARTWORK
3.) Painted highlights on memorial engraving makes them stand out. See the proceeding
page showing how a font looks with absolutely no paint vs. those accented with black
and/or gray paint. After permanently engraving the memorial, we can further accent it
with a special stone paint. This paint will last a long long time but not forever. Instead,
the paint quietly wears off year by year until there is no paint any longer. Usually this is
well beyond the lifetime of the buyer. Many years later, when the paint wears off
completely, you will still have a permanently engraved memorial.
COMPARISON

With PAINT

Year 1

Much Easier to Read

Harder to Read

Year 5

Much Easier to Read

Harder to Read

Year 10

Much Easier to Read

Harder to Read

Year 20

Easier to Read

Harder to Read

Year 100

Same (Paint gone)

Same
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ENGRAVING-FONTS AND ARTWORK

4.) 24 ct. Gold Lettering – For those who want to make a statement! 24 ct. Gold Lettering is
not cheap but once you see it in the cemetery, there is no substitute.

5.) Artistic designs and carvings – I am a graphic artist and therefore highly skilled at
computer graphics. As you would expect, the computer has changed the monument
industry probably as much or more than any industry out there. In the past, the
memorialist would hand draw carvings on the monument. They usually had a few
handfuls of designs they were good at and that was it. The customers never saw the
stone until it was done. Nowadays, we can produce a professional computerized
rendering very quickly for the customer to review. Once you approve your design,
you’re guaranteed the finished product will look exactly like the computer rendering!
Frequently Asked Question - “what designs do you have”? Considering that I am an artist, I
have whatever you want since I draw them. I have done basketballs, sewing machines, horses,
John Deere 4020 tractors, 1969 Camaros, rosary’s, beach scenes, family crests, I have matched
actual tattoos, so forth and so on. We refer to it as artistry in stone. I invite you to view my
catalog of work and see the unique one-off designs and carvings I have done throughout my
career. It may sound strange but custom monuments are my passion.
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WORKMANSHIP AND QUALITY
The internet has made shopping faster, easier and cheaper. Once you’ve done your
homework on what you want to buy, all you have to do is google the lowest price out there.
Simply input your credit card and then sit back and wait for the UPS truck!! If you are buying a
product that is coming from China by the thousands, this is a great way to shop. It saves you
time and gas from driving all over the place and allows you to quickly find the best price.
Unfortunately monuments are not made by the thousands in China and instead are made one
at a time by skilled craftsmen. If you purchased your memorial from 10 different companies,
you would likely get 10 very different results. Let’s take a look at some of the crucial elements
that factor into a high quality memorial:
1.) Engraving depths – When you see a crazy low price on the internet for a memorial,
these are typically a very shallow engraving depth. You may receive a proof from the
company and on paper, the memorial looks ok... so what’s the problem? When you
actually receive the memorial, it doesn’t look very nice because they barely scratch the
surface with the engraving. To CORRECTLY engrave a stone could take 8 hours or
more. Shop time = $$$ money because of operating heavy equipment, using expensive
sandblasting abrasives and of course paying employees. INCORRECTLY engraving a
stone can be done in less than one hour. Using a shop rate of $75-$125 / hour you can
see that doing the job incorrectly reduced the cost by almost $900. Did you get it
cheaper? Yes. Did you get a good monument? Probably not.
2.)Dimensioinal carvings – There are very few people left who know how to create
dimensional stone carvings. It is a true art. Anyone can print a design from a computer but
can they actually make a high quality dimensional carving? There is a big difference.
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WORKMANSHIP AND QUALITY
3.)Installation – In order for your monument to last forever, it must start with a solid
foundation. This foundation must go down to the frost line or it will not withstand the
freezing and thawing cycles of Northern Indiana. Usually when you see a stone that is not
perfectly straight, the installer cut corners by not going down deep enough with the
foundation. A quick walk around your cemetery will produce varying degrees of quality
when it comes to foundation work. Not only do we take great pride in our work but we
stand behind it as well with a forever written warranty.
Internet monuments rely on the cemetery staff to install them. Cemetery staff is not
paid to do this much less properly trained. The result is not going to be good. Even
worse, internet companies sub-contract your monument installation to whoever they
can find that’s cheap. Typically they know nothing about memorials! Also not good.
To ensure quality, we install our own concrete and memorials where permissible.

In Summary, it’s not practical to explain everything that goes into building a high quality
memorial . I recommend asking to see a portfolio of the monument company’s work. Even
better, many companies add tags to the back of their memorials in the cemetery which can
easily identify their work. After all your research, if you like their style of work, they have a
good price and seem like good people to work with, that may be a good company to buy from.
It’s pretty much that simple.
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OPTIONS AND ADD-ON’S
A.) Engraving back of stone – most memorials have a polished front and back side.
Typically the front willl have the basic name and dates engraved on it, but what do you
put on the back? Many people appreciate adding the following pieces to the backside:
a. Family name – adding the family name to the back can make it easy to find your
stone in the cemetery. Make your family stand out from the crowd!
crowd
b. Children’s names – no genealogy study is complete without your children!
Celebrate your family by adding their names to the back of your stone.
c. Veteran’s service plaque – Display your service record; you’ve earned it!
d. Epitaphs, song lyrics, photos, etc – the possibilities are endless..

B.) Photos – Colors photos and laser photos permanently etched into black granite.
C.) Flower vases on the monument keep the mowers from destroying your decorations.
D.) Solar lights can add beauty
auty and serenity to any memorial.
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PRICING AND HOW TO SAVE MONEY!
What Factors influence Price? Some of these are obvious but some you may not have
considered. If some are not important to you, structure your purchase to save the most
money possible. After all, the perfect memorial should cost what you want to spend!
1.) SIZE – The bigger the stone, the more it will cost. Obviously there is more material
but there’s also more freight, concrete for the footer, etc. Also the engraving takes
longer and there will be more materials involved in the engraving since it is bigger
and will take longer.
2.) COLOR – There are many colors of natural granites available. If you’re trying to save
money, ask for light gray granite. It will last forever and if you don’t mind the look of
it, you can save some money.
3.) CARVINGS – The monument industry is one of the few professions remaining that is
actually done manually by skilled craftsmen. While we do automate as much of the
process as possible, a good share of it is still done by hand. This means you’re going
to pay for whatever you get. If adding carvings and/or artwork is not important to
you, ask for it with just basic engraving. It will take the memorialist less time to
create and therefore you’ll get it cheaper.
4.) SHAPE – The cheapest shapes will be simple rectangle shapes. Any time you step up
to more unique or complex shapes, they will add a good amount of cost to the
project. These shapes take considerably more time to make so they’re going to cost
more. If price is the most important thing to you, go for a basic rectangle shape.
5.) FINISH – The cheapest finish on a monument is going to be polished on the front and
the back with rough cut sides and rough cut top. Some people actually prefer the
rugged look of a rough cut finish. If that’s you, then by all means go for it! It will last
just as long as an all polished stone and if you don’t mind the look, it will save you
some money.
6.) VETERANS – The United States government provides veterans FREE OF CHARGE, with
their choice of a 24” Length x 12” Width stone memorial OR various bronze
memorials. You will be responsible for installation but the actual memorial could
save you in excess of $1,000!
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HOW LONG DOES IT TAKE?
Below are the factors that determine how long it will take to complete your Memorial.
1.) Inventory – We have close to 1,000 pieces in stock. While that is a lot of
inventory, it’s impossible for us to carry every conceivable size, color and shape
available. Wholesale granite companies carry common shapes and sizes in stock.
Otherwise they have to be made. On average, if it is not in stock it typically takes
6 – 14 weeks to receive the blank stone depending on the country of origin.

2.) Concrete Footer – Some cemeteries require their own cemetery staff to prepare
the concrete footer for your monument. In these cases and in an effort to reduce
costs, they may only pour concrete once or twice per year. This can greatly
impact how long it takes to complete your monument since obviously you must
have a concrete footer in order to erect the monument.
3.) Artwork – In some extreme cases, we do very detailed artwork. While most folks
will be satisfied with 1 or 2 renditions, some pieces require many unique
drawings. This can add a significant amount of time to production.
4.) Weather – Typically we don’t pour concrete or set monuments during the winter
months. Excavating a frozen jobsite to pour concrete can easily triple the price.
Also, assembly adhesives are water based and in order to cure properly require
temperatures above freezing for an extended period of time.
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HOW LONG DOES IT TAKE?

To keep costs reasonable and ensure quality, it is usually best not to install in the winter.

5.) Backlog – Some months are peak demand and it could take a few weeks longer to
prepare and install your monument if you purchase during those months. May and
September seem to be the 2 highest demand months – however, every year brings
new demand cycles. Typically if we have the stone in stock it takes about 4-6 weeks
from start to finish depending on all the factors mentioned above. If the stone is not
in stock it typically takes 8-14 weeks depending on where the stone comes from as
well as the complexity of the job.
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COMMON VERSES USED
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.
25.
26.
27.
28.
29.
30.
31.
32.
33.
34.
35.
36.
37.
38.
39.
40.
41.
42.
43.
44.
45.
46.
47.
48.
49.
50.
51.
52.
53.

In Loving Memory
Forever in Our Hearts
Loving Husband and Father
Loving Wife, Mother and Grandmother
Until we meet again
Always In Our Hearts
Rest in Peace
Sweetly Sleeping
Loving memories last forever
Rest In Peace
And Let There Be No Sorrow; For Remember When The Sun Goes Down, It Returns With A Bright Tomorrow. So, A Toast
To The Past; A Toast To The Future...
“A Little While And You Shall See Me No Longer; And Again A Little While And You Shall See Me Because I Go To The
Father.” (John 16:16)
“All Things To The Glory Of God”
“Be Thou Faithful Unto Death, And I Will Give Thee The Crown Of Life” (John 2:10)
“Behold The Lamb Of God Who Takes Away The Sin Of The World” (John 1:29)
“Blessed Are The Dead Who Die In The Lord Henceforth” (John 14:13)
“Blessed Are The Merciful, For They Shall Obtain Mercy” (Matt 5:7)
“Blessed Are The Pure At Heart, For They Shall See God” (Matt 5:8)
“Come To Me, All You Who Labor And Are Burdened, And I Will Give You Rest” (Matt 11:28)
“Come, Blessed Of My Father...” (Matt 25:34)
“Death Is Only A Shadow Across The Path To Heaven.”
“Eternal Rest Grant Unto Them Let Perpetual Light Shine Upon Them”
“Father I Will That Where I Am, They Also Whom Thou Hast Given Me, May Be With Me” (John 17:24)
“Father Not My Will But Thine Be Done” (Luke 8:52)
“For To The End Christ Died And Rose Again, That He Might Be Lord Both Of The Dead And Of The Living.” (Romans
14:9)
“God Is Love, And He Who Abides In Love Abides In God, And God In Him” (John 4:16)
“Greater Love Than This No One Has, That One Lay Down His Life For His Friends” (John15:13)
“Have Pity On Me, At Least, You, My Friends...””... Because The Hand Of The Lord Hath Touched Me.” (Job 19::25)
“Her Fearless Buoyant Youth Will Always Live, Revealing Love And Truth And Radiant Joy.”
“In Thy Sacred Heart, My Jesus, Hide Thou Me”
“Into Thy Hands, I Commend My Spirit” (Luke 23:46)
“Is Anyone Of You Sad? Let Him Pray” (James 5:13)
“It Shall Be Well With Them That Fear God” (Ecclesiates 8:12)
“May The Peace Of God Which Surpasses All Understanding Guard Your Hearts And Your Minds In Christ Jesus”
(Philippians 4:7)
“Pray For One Another, That You May Be Saved” (James 5:16)
“The Lord Gave, And The Lord Hath Taken Away, Blessed Be The Name Of The Lord.” (Job 1:21)
“Then The Just Will Shine Forever...”(Matt 13:43)
“They Shall Not Grow Old As We That Are Left Grow Old”. (Binyon)
“They Who Have Done Good Shall Come Forth Unto Resurrection Of Life”(John 5:29)
“We Know That For Those Who Love God All Things Work Together Unto Good.” (Romans 8:28)
A Beautiful Memory Lingers.
A Beloved And Capable Wife And Mother.
A Citizen Without Reproach, A Friend Without Pretense, A Philanthropist Without Display, A Christian Without Hypocrisy.
A Day Of Duty Done, A Day Of Rest Begun.
A Free Spirit.
A Friend To Many And Sadly Missed.
A Good And Kind Heart Is The Best Of All Qualities.
A Happy Soul, That All The Way To Heaven Hath A Summer’s Day.
A Blessing.
A Song Is More Lasting Than The Voice Of The Birds.
A Tender Heart And Generous Spirit.
A Tender Mother A Faithful Friend.
A Youth To Who Was Given So Much Of Earth So Much Of Heaven.
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COMMON VERSES USED
54.
55.
56.
57.
58.
59.
60.
61.
62.
63.
64.
65.
66.
67.
68.
69.
70.
71.
72.
73.
74.
75.
76.
77.
78.
79.
80.
81.
82.
83.
84.
85.
86.
87.
88.
89.
90.
91.
92.
93.
94.

Abiding The Day When We Meet Again In That Infinity Of Time And Space Which Men Call Heaven
Absence Doth Join, And Time Doth Settle.
Absent In Body, But Present In Spirit. (1 Cor 5:3)
Ah Youth! Forever Dear, Forever Kind!
All Hope Despair, That Stands Not On The Cross.
All Things Are Possible To Him Who Believes.
All Things Change, Creeds, And Philosophies And Outward Systems-But God Remains!
All Things Change...But God Remains The Same.
All Things To The Glory Of God.
All Things Work Together For Good To Them That Love God. (Romans 8:28)
All Things Work Together Unto Good.
All Things You Ask For In Prayer, Believing, You Shall Receive.
Asleep In Jesus.
Though I walk through the valley of the shadow of death, I will fear no evil. 23rd Psalm
Believe on Him to life everlasting. 1 Timothy 1:16
He shall receive in the world to come eternal life. Mark 10:30
The righteous shall go into life eternal. Matthew 25:46
Whosoever believeth in Him should not perish, but have eternal life. John 3:15
Blessed are the pure in heart, for they shall see God. Matthew 5:8
He that endureth to the end shall be saved. Matthew 10:22
The Lord hath given him rest from all his enemies. 11 Samuel 7:1
Thy remembrance shall endure into all generations. 102nd Psalm
I thank my God upon every remembrance of you. Philippians 1:3
He that believeth in the Son hath everlasting life. John 3:16
I rejoice in thy salvation. 1 Samuel 2:1
The Lord is my shepherd, I shall not want. 23rd Psalm
This is my beloved Son, in whom I am well please. Matthew 3:17
Blessed is the man who maketh the Lord his trust. Psalms 40:4
Come unto me, all ye that labor and are heavy laden. Matthew 11:28
Sleep on now, and take your rest. Matthew 26:45
Blessed are they that mourn: for they shall be comforted. Matthew 5:4
...Well done, thou good and faithful servant. Matthew 25:21
I am the resurrection and the life; he that believeth in me, though he were dead yet shall he live. John 11:25
Let not your heart be troubled: ye believe in God, believe also in me. John 14:1
...All things work together for good to them that love God. Romans 8:28
...Be thou faith unto death, and I will give thee a crown of life. Revelation 2:10
...Not my will, but thine be done. Luke 22:42
The Lord watch between me and thee, while we are absent, one from the other. Genesis 31:49
For with thee is the foundation of life: in the light shall we see light. Ps.xxxvi:9
God is love; and he that dwelleth in love dwelleth in God, and God in him. 1 John iv:16
Greater love than this no one has, that one lay down his life for his friends.
John xv:13
95. This is the promise... the life everlasting. 1st Epistle of John ii:25
96. For of such is the kingdom of heaven. Matthew xix:14
97. I have fought a good fight, I have finished my course, I have kept the faith. 11 Tim.1v:7my

As you look through my portfolio of work you will find all kinds of verses that were thought up by my imaginative customers. This
list is just a few ideas.
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